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Maths 
Children loved working with 
numicon at school. These have 
similar shapes to the number 
blocks.  
 
Use this link and look at the 
numbers and shapes. 
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/ 
resource/t-n-5807-odd-and-
even-number-shape-sorting-
activity 
 
 
Odd numbers means there isn’t 
one on each side (it is not fair). 
Even numbers have the same 
number on each side – it is 
equal!  

Writing 
Write sentences about your 
numbers.  
 
Eg Four is an even number. 
 
Half of six is three. 
 
Five is an odd number.   
 
 
 
Can you write sentences using 
this week’s phonics words 
below? 
 
Can you make one a very silly, 
funny sentence? 

Reading 
Log into Big Cat books online – can you 
read them? 
 
Compose some simple sentences for 
children to read. Eg It is the year 2020. I 
am going to be in year 1. My dad has a 
long dark beard. I can hear the church 
bell in my ear.  
 
Access Phonics Play games. 
 
Practise words in your robot pots if you 
have one. More words for your robot pots 
can be found as number 9 in the files.  
 
Practise words in your word book if you 
have one. The next sets of words can be 
found as number 10 in the files.  
 
Have a look online at authors who are 
reading their stories.  

Other 
When you are out and about this 
week, in your garden or for some 
exercise, see what numbers you can 
find. Are they odd or even numbers? 
How many tens does the number 
have? How many ones does the 
number have? 
 
Can you say one more than the 
number you have found? 
 
Can you say one less than the 
number you have found? 
 
How many rainbow pictures are in 
windows on your road? Is this 
number odd or even? 
TIP: If it is a big number line 17, 
you only need to look at the ones (7) 
to decide if it is odd or even. 

Phonics 
Introduce the ear sound. 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=youtube+pronunciation+of+phonemes&view=detail&mid=E6B97686F1CF37A94425E6B97686F 
1CF37A94425&FORM=VIRE        28th second tells you how to pronounce it and teach it to your child.  
 
Then practise reading the words near, tear, year, beard. 
Now practise writing the words dear, near, hear 
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